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Body:

Jack and Bill,I am forwarding to you the following exchange.JeremyTo: ANELSON @ american.edu @ INTERNET 

@ INTERLIANTcc: From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate: 03/24/98 06:45:54 AMSubject: Re: SilversI heard nothing 

yesterday from Silvers. On the fax cover sheet of the draft I sent to him, I again urged him to add you to the 

panel. I will let you know promptly if I hear anything further from him. Otherwise, I will do as you say.To: 

Jeremy_Gunn @ JFK-ARRB.GOVcc: (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: ANELSON @ american.edu @ INTERNET @ 

INTERLIANT Date: 03/23/98 10:37:27 PMSubject: Re: Good NewsThank you for sending me your draft. I 

expected to hear either from you or thecommittee staff today about the ARRB participation but have heard 

nothing. Atany rate, having read your testimony which I assume must be in the Committee'shands by 

tomorrow morning, the issue is moot. You are indeed speaking foryourself. The presence of a Board member 

will give the perception that we agreewith your recommendations. Since we have not completed our report 

and not evenhad our "experts" meeting, I do not think it is wise to offer anyrecommendations. I doubt that 

you will get any feed back from other Board members overnight so I assume that you will go forward with 

your testimony. Please emphasize andreiterate that you are speaking for yourself, especially on the 

recommendationsLeave me out of it. Although I like the specificity of your examples, it wouldbe quite 

inappropriate for any member of the ARRB to offer recommendations. Sotake my name completely out of the 

parenthesis before the testimony reaches theCommittee. I will not attend. Anna
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